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Director’s Report  
 
It looks like we will finally be able to finish out the last of the 2018 renovation project. Hale 

has provided a new quote for stationary bookshelves for the main lobby. They will build 8 

double sided shelves that will string together in 2 rows of 4 shelves each.  These shelves 

will be tor the adult fiction collection and will ultimately be located in the main lobby.  They 

will match the existing wooded shelves that Hale produced in 2019. The quote came in at 

$13,310.82.  We have $13,336 left to spend to finish out the grant.  

The Annual Statistical Report has been completed and submitted to Mid York.  They review 

all the reports from the member libraries and then submit it to the state.  Other than the 

few pieces of data I still needed, Katie found a few minor errors which I have corrected. 

They dealt with programming statistics and electronic information retrieval.   

The Community Foundation has been offering Covid Response Grants to businesses and 

non-profit organizartions within the community.  These small grants are intended to help 

meet the varied needs of those affected by covid. .  I applied for one asking for 3 laptop 

computers. The Community Foundation provided the funding to purchase 1 laptop.  This 

computer, along with the one we already own,  will be available to provide better access for 

virtual appointments and meetings.  Patrons will be able to use them in house in a private 

room for tele-medicine visits, tax prep appointments, job interviews, lawyer visits, zoom 

meetings or anything else they need.  When not in use, staff can also use the equipment to 

join webinars or view training sessions.  

There has been a great deal of furor over Dr. Seuss books lately and the claim that some of 

his books are racially biased.  His publisher has withdrawn 6 of his books from publication. 

We will not be removing any of his books from the collection.  We only own one of the 6 

questioned books.  

I have been working through the list of issues given to us by the Codes department.  Most of 

the issues have been resolved.  I am still trying to locate an electrical inspection sticker 

from MJ Dakota.   

 

Respectfully submitted,  

Christine Fleischer 

 


